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Teachers,
regents
to continue
negotiating
By Bill Heisel
Kaimin Reporter

The negotiating teams from
UM’s University Teachers
Union and the Board of Re
gents have committed them
selves to bargaining long
hours this weekend in hopes
of ending a seven-month battle
for a contract, the union’s
president said Thursday.
“We’ll hope for the best,

but expect the worst,” Phil
Maloney said.
If case negotiations reach
an impasse, the UTU has or
ganized a str ike planning com

Jerry Redfem/Kaimin

PHILOSOPHY PROFESSORS Thomas Huff and Maxine Van de Wetering appear less than enthused at the remarks of
Journalism Dean Charlie Hood at Thursday's forum on the proposed "hatespeech"amendments to the UM Student Conduct
Code. Huff and Van de Wetering spoke In favor of the amendment limiting "hate speech" while Hood opposed it.

Proposed ’hate speech’ ban meets opposition at forum
By Dawn Reiners
Kaimin Reporter
Limiting “hate speech” by revising UM’s
Student Conduct Code received heavy opposi
tion Thursday as an overwhelming majority at
tending the hate speech forum said that educa
tion, not limitations, is needed to end bigotry.
The forum in the UC Mount Sentinel Room
drew about 150 people to discuss hate speech and
possible revisions in the code. The forum, spon
sored by ASUM and Dean of Students Barbara

Hollmann, also drew comments from those who
supported regulating speech.
Philosophy professor Max ine Van de Weteri ng
said she remembers her mother claiming that
“sticks and stones may break your bones but
names will never hurt you,” and she remembers
that this statement was not true.
“I was terrified. I can still feel it,” she said
about repeatedly being chased home from school
because she was a Jewish child in a predomi
nately Christian neighborhood.
Fellow philosophy professor Thomas Huff

Many UM students uninsured,
says director of health service
By Karen Coates
Kaimin Reporter
About20 percentofcollege stu
dents nationwide do not have any
health insurance, and the percent

“What happens if you’re that
one?” he questioned. “I think that’s
high.”
Health care costs are rising so
much that it’s expensive just to
walk into a doctor’s office without

age at UM that are uninsured may
be even higher, Nancy Fitch, the
director of the Student Health Ser
vice said Thursday.
About 43 percent of UM stu
dents are covered by Blue Cross/
Blue Shield, the insurance plan
offered through the health service,
she said. The others have signed
their registration forms, saying they

insurance, he said.
“You’re looking at about $100
just to say hi,” he said.
But the cost of insurance for
students is rising, too. The Blue
Cross/Blue Shield plan last year
was $63 a quarter, and this year it is
$74.50 a quarter.

are covered under another plan,
she said. But proof of other insur
ance is not required, and there is no
way of knowing who actually has
health insurance.
Rick Curtis, a health service
administrator, said the number of
students without insurance may be
higher at UM than in larger cities
because there aren’t as many op
tions for insurance in Missoula.
But it’s bad enough to say one out
of five people have no insurance,
he said.

ance costs and decreasing health
care availability.
“People are getting less service
for more money, and that’s typical
of what’s going on all over the

Fitch said students opt to go
uninsured because of rising insur

country,” she said.
Fitch said these problems could
be solved with an effective na
tional health care plan that would
provide basic health care for all
citizens. U.S. Sen. Max Baucus is
pushing for a single-payer system
See "Health," page 12

agreed and said that “free speech is not abso
lute.” Huff referred to Supreme Court deci
sions that have already made some speech
illegal, including sexist remarks at the work
place.
But Van de Wetering and Huff seemed to
have been a minority at the forum.
“In no way should the University of Mon
tana infringe upon an individual’s right to
have free speech,” said Tom LaVoie, presi
dent of Lambda Alliance. He added that UM

See "Speech," page 12

ASUM-funded groups
on campus must wait
to see their share
By Randi Erickson
Kaimin Reporter

The final allocation figures
from ASUM’s budgeting session
Wednesday night will notbeavailable until early next week, accord
ing to ASUM Office Supervisor
Carol Hayes.
Hayes said ASUM Business
Manager Paula Rosenthal and
Marlene Hendrickson, ASUM’s
accountant, will go over the final
figures this weekend to check for
mathematical errors.
Campus organizations that ap
plied for funding can see how they
fared on Tuesday ot Wednesday,
Hayes said, when final budget al
locations will be posted on
ASUM’s office window.
Hayes, who recorded the fig
ures by hand as Hendrickson
logged them on a computer at the
session, said the senate’s new,
more random method of choosing

the order in which groups appear
worked well.
“Once we got into a routine,
it was very efficient and easier
for us to keep track of numbers.
At least it worked for Marlene
and I,” Hayes said.
Groups who still feel they got
the short end of the funding stick
cannot appeal the allocation,
Hayes said, but there are alterna
tives.
Organizations usually do not
attempt to appeal the senate’s
final budgeting decisions, Hayes
said.
But if they need more money
than they received for the com
ing fiscal year, groups may ap
ply for special allocation fund
ing or stipulated funding, she

said. Those request alternatives
are reserved to fund-specific
projects or items for organiza
tions and are available through
ASUM.

mittee, but they have not de
fined a course of action yeL
“The strike planning com
mittee wants to wait and see
what happens tomorrow be
fore they waste a lot of time,”
Maloney said.
Both teams are willing to
continue talking through Sat
urday, Maloney said.
“Ifwe are making progress,
I will certainly continue to
work with them,” said Rod
Sundsted, the assistant com
missioner for labor relations
and personnel. He said the re
gents team intends to make a

‘We
presented a
counter offer
last time. It
was quick and
dirty. Now they
will make the
first step, and
we will go from
there,”
UTU negotiating
team spokesman
Dennis McCormick
“good faith bargaining effort,”
adding that there are still con
siderable differences between
the union and regent offers.
“I still think they are too
high in the financial portions,

and they probably think we
are too low,” Sundsted said.
UTU representatives ex
pect the regents’ team to make
an initial offer.
“We presented a counter
offer last time. It was quick
and dirty. Now they will make
the first step, and we will go
from there,” UTU negotiating
team spokesman Dennis
McCormick said.
The union’s latest offer to
the regents’ proposal in No
See "Teachers," page 12
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vicepresidentofadministration and

finance.

Cash, tunes, and fuzz
buster; what more could a
robber want?
This is a listing ofthe reports
registered with the UM police
between Feb. 6 and Feb. 13.

Dude,(snort) the sign
said I (snort) didn’t have
to stop (snort)
UM police captured a stu
dent wanted on drug charges
when the student ran a stop sign

at the intersection of Madeline

and Beckwith on Feb. 11, ac
cording to a campus police re
port
Sgt Dick Thurman said the
student was charged with the

possession of dangerous drugs
but failed to show for his court
appearance.
When the student was tick
eted for his traffic violation, the

UM police discovered that the
. city had a warrant for his arrest
" Thurman said.
Thurman said the student was

immediately turned over to the

Missoula police and the inc ident
was reported to James Todd, the

Two car break-ins on Maurice
Avenue were reported to the UM
police this past week, according to
the campus police reports.
Rick Farmer reported a breakin on Feb. 12, citing more than
$800 worth of goods and money
stolen, according to a police re
port
Farmer said in the report that he
had $549 in money ordersand about
$300 worth of cassettes stolen.
Angie Fasseti, a sophomore in
business administration, also said

way when two black, college
aged males in a red, medium
sized, four-door car were casting

Author challenges
rugged history
of American West

something from a sling shot at
the trunk of her boyfriend’s car.

By Elizabeth Ichizawa

emers were really not more noble

for the Kaimin

than the new ones; deforestation
and mining scarred the land, then as
now, and violence “achieved a con
siderable body count”
Humans have long been and
continue to be a fascinating part of

Next time, introduce
your knee to his crotch
A UM student reported to the
campus police that she was at
tacked by a male on the Jacob s

As history books and popular
opinion tell it, the American West
lived hard and died young, its hero

Island footbridge, according to a

ism and romance a victim to a taw
dry present of development and

campus police report
The complainant said in the

tourism.
But for historian Patricia Lim

report that she was walking on
the footbridge when she was
pushed to the ground by the at
tacker. She said she was able to
get away when bicyclists rode

erick, Western history is an ongo
ing “adventure in moving,” even if

the U-Haul has replaced the cov
ered wagon.
Limerick, author of“The Legacy
of Conquest: The Unbroken Past of

the Western landscape, Limerick
said. And if human activity has
brought such monsters as the

Hoover Dam to Arizona, it has also
brought the intriguing spectacle of
swimmers frolicking in a lake in the
middle of the Arizona desert, she

the American West,” a book which

said.
Limerick said Americans need
to see the West in its own terms,

ized and her radar detector was
stolen on Feb. 13.
Fassett said someone shattered

police report that the attacker
told her that she was “lucky, if

challenged standard historical as
sumptions about the West, spoke at

rather than those of Hollywood or
such masters of the Western myth

they hadn’t come along, I would

the passenger window of her car to

have had you.”
The complainant said that she
doesn’t know the attacker;but he

UM Thursday night.
Using a series of Western land

as Ronald Reagan.
Historians are getting closer to

scape photographs by Mark Klett
as the backdrop for her talk, the

seeing the West as more than sim
ply a frontier conquered by heroic
white men before 1890, or as just a

in a report that her car was vandal

get at her Whistler radar detector.

Could be worse, in L.A.
they use guns
A UM student reported to the

campus police that two men were
shooting from a sling shot at her
boyfriend’ scar, according to a cam

pus police report
The complainant said she was
in her boyfriend’s car on Broad-

by.
The complainant said in the

has harassed her before.
The attacker is described as a
white male, about 5’8" with a

University of Colorado professor
said Americans tend to have “stark

medium build and black hair.
Thurman said the UM police

West Before 1890, she said, it was
noble and pristine, larger than life.

have suspects in this case but as

Today it is paved, dammed, and

of yet haven’t charged anyone.
—Compiled by Guy DeSantis

tamed to dullness.
But Limerick called such a view

before and after pictures” of the

of history narrow. The old West-

“dangl ing part of the East,” Limer
ick said.
She said historians, along with

authors, poets and artists are “get
ting warmer” as they move toward
finding the true west, and bringing

us “a step closer to who we are and
where we are.”

Budgeting at UM

Less chemicals mean
higher cost for weed
removal, report says
By Guy DeSantis

In order for the weed-removal

Kaimin Reporter

plan to be effective, Dutton said the

The cost of treating UM’s weeds

UM grounds and maintenace crew
would need to receive additional

by limiting chemical use will be up

training. The cost of that training

to three times hi gher than the amount

and new tools is why cost estimates

currently budgeted for weed re

for the recommended plan exceed

moval if the recommendations of a

UM’s present budget for weed re

campus committee are approved by

moval, Dutton said. The comm ittee

UM President George Dennison.

estimated UM’s current costs for

The Pest Management Review

treating weeds on campus, includ

committee recommended that UM
reduce or eliminate the use of chemi

ing labor, at between $8,000 and

cals on campus lawns and instead

$15,000 per year.
Gerald Michaud, the assistant

treat weeds with improved irriga

director of custodial grounds and

Jerry Redfem/Kaimin

tion, fertilization methods and hard

labor, said the recommended plan

work.
The committee was formed to

would also require additional

SHARI MULLER (right), a senior In music studies, and Julie Vasquez play a flute duet by
Charles Osborne Thursday during lunch hour on the third floor of the UC. They say they
enjoy playing In the UC more than they did performing In the Boston subway system.

make recom mendations to Den nison

grounds crew at UM.
Director of Facility Services

on the university’s pest control

Hugh Jesse said he doesn’t know

policy. Dennison declared a mora

where the extra money would come

Higashitani exhibit, 5 p.m. to 7 p.m.,

torium last year on pesticide use at

from for the plan’s higher costs, but

UC Gallery. Exhibit runs through

UM until its policy could be re

said the funds are necessary for the

March 13.

viewed.
Barry Dutton, a soil scientist and

plan to work.
“It’scommon knowledge the less

•Comedy—"Aliens and Cana

tana,” performed by Montana
State University’s Vigilante The

dians,” performed by Montana State

atre Co., 8 p.m., UC Ballroom,

committee member, said Thursday

chemicals you use, the more labor

University’s Vigilante Theatre Co.,

$6/general public, $5/students.

that weeds can be treated with

you need,” Jesse said.

8 p.m., UC Ballroom, $6/gencral

Pre-show concert with Greg

public, $5/students. Pre-show con

Keeler at 7 p.m.

cert with Greg Keeler at 7 p.m.

Feb.16
•Open kayaking—1 pjn. to 9
p.m.,Grizzly Pool. Call243-2763

4466 for more information.
•Comedy—"Rewinding Mon

chemicals, cultural methods or bio

Some campus areas, designated

•AIDS/HIV Hotline—volun

logical methods. Cultural-control

by the committee as high priority

teers needed for confidential in

methods include the physical re

areas, probably will see their weeds

formation and referrals. The

moval of weeds, while biological

treated with pesticides, Dutton said.

Missoula AIDS Fund is offering

methods consist of releasing organ

The university Oval and the greens
and tees on the UM golf course are

free training in conjunction with

a Feb. 18 counseling and testing

•Susan B. Anthony Luncheon—

high priority areas.
Dutton said to eliminate chemi

workshop. To volunteer or for

more information, call 523-4775.

sponsored by the Montana Women’s
Lobby and the Missoula League of

day. Mansfield Library hours— 1

UM, Dutton said, and as a result, the
committee decided to recommend

cal use at UM entirely would mean

•Valentine art fair—69 booths

Women Voters. Keynote address

increasing UM’s weed-removal

p.m. to 10 p.m.

in the UC Mall, 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.

by state Rep. Dorothy Bradley, 11

increased cultural methods to treat

budget by 10 times its present

•CIS Four Fridays in Febru

a.m., the Governor’s Room at the

weeds at UM.
Dutton said such methods of

amount.
There will be an informational

ary—"The Current State of Net

Florence, 111N. Higgins Ave. Tick

Feb.18
•Faculty Abroad Lecture Se
ries—"Working in China...and

working at UM,” 12:10 p.m. to 1

ets are $15, available at Freddy’s

Political Correctness,” Professor

treating weeds would include “an

meeting concerning the revised pest

p.m., Liberal Arts 337,

Feed and Read, Fact and Fiction

Philip West,77:30 pin., Botany

and the Chandler Gallery. Call 549-

307.

isms that attack weeds.
Presently, there are limited bio

logical control methods available at

increased effort by the grounds and management plan Feb. 25 at 7 p.m.
maintfiiaPge CTC?" pifcammis ”
., in room 301 of the Botany building.

•Reception—for

Mato

Feb.15
•Valentine art fair—UC Mall,

10 a.m. to 4 p.m.

for details.

Feb.17
•President’s Day—UM holi

,
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OpinioN

KaimiN
Editorial Board
Gina Boysun, Joe Kolman
Kathy McLaughlin, Dave Zelio
Editorials reflect the views of the board.
Columns and letters reflect the views of the author.

EDITORIAL

Make sure
your heart’s
in it...
Valentines Day is the day all about messages.
Roses are red. Violets are blue.

I love you.
But the day of hearts is a time when every word has

many meanings and subliminal messages can make
your baby crazy.
Today probably started off with you lying in bed
contemplating the coming pleasures of the threc-day

weekend (SLEEPING IN). And, you have been shop
ping for that special gift for weeks (FORGOT ALL

ABOUT IT).
_____
What to buy? (BETTER BE CHEAP) Flowers are so
romantic, but roses are old fashioned (YOU ARE
CHEAP. SAY, THERE’S A SALE ON BALLOONS).
Candy is sweet, just like your honeybunch (THOUGH
YOUR HONEYBUNCH LOOKS LIKE AN OXY-10

POSTER CHILD AFTER A CHOCOLATE BINGE).
Skip the traditional gifts. You want to show your
lubbydubby that you are original and spontaneous so
buy a case of assorted “20-Second Funtimc” condoms
(MAYBE YOU WILL GET LUCKY).
Now that you have The Gift, a romantic dinner is the
next order of business. Surprise, all the nice places are
booked up. Tell your sugarpie you aren’t really into the

Guaat column by Kenneth A. Willet

ing need to ensure a secure environ

arm, bring us to the realization that we

Missoula and Montana. A recent
Senate Judiciary Committee report
found the number of violent crimes

ment In responding to the act, many

are only days, hours, minutes or even
inches away Grom having to face similar

grew faster last year in rural states

university publications are recom
mending improving and strengthen
ing the abilities of their campus law

than in urban ones. The report, com
paring 1989 and 1990 figures for

enforcement agencies by fully em
powering the individual campus law

the campus.
Crime doesn’t know what time it is.
UM officers have full arrest power for all

aggravated assaults, murders, rapes
and robberies, showed that
Montana’s 23.4 percent increase in

enforcement officer.
Well trained, experienced offic

misdemeanor and felony crimes and are
asked to provide back-up for other offic

ers. The police officers of UM have

ers in the valley. While their sidearm is

violent crimes represented the big

completed the Montana Law En force ment Academy-Basic Certification

a life-threatening situation, it is a vital

gest increase in rural states (the num
ber of violent crimes reported in

Montana for 1990 was 1,154).

(BORING) evening at home. You can make dinner for
your ookysnooky (HOW ABOUT A BOTTLE OF

percent from 1990 to 1991.
Crime on campus. Tragic events

TUMS?) and you can watch a romantic (LUSTY) movie
at home (OR MAKE YOUR OWN LUSTY MOVIE).

that have occurred on college cam

tically? (YOU HATE TO APPEAR CORNY). A note or
fax is nice (WIMPY), but this calls for a touching,
sympathetic (SUAVE AND SUGGESTING) gesture
on your part. This is it the meaning of V-Day. Don’t

blow it!
You try to ease into (BACK OUT OF) the situation
by giving your little dingleberry a peck (BURY YOUR

"

Increased violent crime in

Missoula’s reported arrests for ag
gravated assault increased by 126

your love for your hairynoogie. But how to do it roman

■■

Campus police need guns to ‘protect and serve

“yuppie scene” (YOU PREFER HOAGDEVILLE). Sug
gest you and your cuddlebunny spend a nice, quiet

Since this is Valentine’s Day, the next logical
(OBLIGATORY) thing to do is express (SPIT IT OUT)

------- ------------

puses, including those in Montana,
have focused national attention on a
basic fact of contemporary law en
forcement: today’s university stu
dent body is like any other group of
citizens. It has its own share ofcrime,
ranging from petty theft and disor
derly conduct through aggravated
assault, rape, narcotics trafficking

and even homicide. The national
trend on campuses is clearly away

Training School. This consists of over

540 hours of practical and classroom
training in all aspects of Montana law
enforcement Each officer is initially

qualified for firearms by the academy

and then annually qualified by our
own Montana certified range instruc
tor. All UM officers have received

events that can and will spill over onto

the tool of last resort to quell or contain
tool. In the past year, one-fourth of our
arrests were made between 8 a.m. and 5
p.m. This places the officer as well as the

campus community at risk. In addition,
there were 314 traffic citations issued,
any one of which could have resulted in
a dangerous situation for the officer,
since many of the traffic stops resulted in

many hours of additional formal train
ing. Most importantly, UM officers

an arrest based on outstanding felony
warrants. During the daylight hours of 8

have an average of 20 years of expe

a.m. to 5 p.m., the student body, faculty,

rience as police officers, both on and

staff and individual UM police officers
are unnecessarily placed into possible

off campus.
Mutual aid. In the larger commu
nity of Missoula and Missoula County,
state law mandates all law enforce

ment agencies to cooperate in carry
ing out the Mutual Aid Act. This

life- threatening situations.
To protect and serve. Now that state
law has been changed to allow the indi
vidual campuses to petition the Board of

Regents, we are simply asking that UM

TONGUE AND TICKLE THE TONSILS). But your
inkydinky’s head turns and your tongue hits the ear, the
most sensual part of the body (EAR WAX TASTES

from “security guards” and toward
full-service, state-certified police of
ficers. This trend willonly be accel

statute requires one law enforcement
agency to come to the aid of another

whenever required. Recent events

police officers be armed on a 24 hour
basis. In other words, to be allowed “To
Protect and Serve” ALL THE TIME,

LIKE YEAR-OLD MAYO AND MOTOR OIL).
So much for romance (SEX). So, like any other night,

erated by the reporting required by

such as the downtown hostage situa

rather than just specific hours of the

the federal Campus Security Act of

tion, armed bank robberies and the

you say “I really had fun (I MISSED LETTERMAN).

1990. The more forward-looking

disarming of individuals who had

night.
KennethA. Willett is manager ofUM’s

Gimme a call tomorrow, ‘kay?” (THOUGH I HAVE

schools have already seen the grow

threatened others with a loaded fire

campus safety department.

TO WASH MY SOCKS).
Happy Valentines Day (YOU WILL PROBABLY
SPEND IT ALONE).
Thisholiday(MANDATORYREASONTOSPEND

MONEY) editorial (JOKE) was brought to you by the
Kaimin’s Subliminal men (JOE KOLMAN AND DAVE

ZELIO).

KaimiN
Th* Montana Kaimln, In H» 94th y*ar, l» publhh*d byth* «tud*nt« of th* Univ*a*y of
Montana, Mtaoula. Kaimln b a Salbh-Kootenal word that m*an« ’m*»»ag*».'Th* UM
School of Joumalhm um th* Montana Kaimln for practic* court** but auum** no
control ov*r policy or content. Subscription rat**: $20 p*r quarter,. $60 par acactemic

Letters to the Editor
Hollmann
forgot students
at Foresters'
Ball

Editor: '
I returned to Missoula this year
to attend the Foresters’ Bail. I was
angered when I learned ofthe badmouthing that Dean of Students
Barbara Hollmann was giving the

forestry students and the Forest
ers’ Ball. She seemed to have a
personal vendetta against forest
ers. I can understand wanting to

Hollmann seemed to go too far. I

tional Alcohol Awareness Week then
it should have been observed back
when school started like the rest of

think what bothered me most was her
moving National Alcohol Awareness

a reason—the good of the student

encourage alcohol abstinence and/or
responsible drinking, but Dean

Week to Foresters’ Ball week. This

was obviously done with personal
gain in mind.
Maybe she thought that by doing
this she looked good to President
Dennison and the Board of Regents.

Maybe she did this just to prove she is
tough to students and no student group

the country. It was scheduled then for

body.
This past fall many students were
away from home for the first time and
there are lots of facts and information
about alcohol that someone needs in
that situation. I think Dean Hollmann
forgot about the good of the students

is exempt from her influence.

and did what was best for her. Funny
behavior for the Dean of Students,

Whatever it was, I hope she got it
out of her system. My feeling is that if
this campus is gong to observe Na

isn’t it?
Bruce L. Shultz
forestry, class of 1988
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Letters to the Editor
Racist
opinions
demean
minorities
Editor:
I am responding directly to Mr.
Dan Hassett’s letter printed on Feb.
2,1992.
Mr. Hassett, I do not dispute the
right ofanyone to express their opin
ions, as long as these opinions do
not do irreversible damage to any
person or persons. Your opinions,
however, fail to be included within
this realm.
You question the “double stan
dard” within our society that allows
for a black history month and not a
white history month. This is not a
double standard situation. There is
no need for a white history month.
We have been taught, from our ear
liest comprehensive age, about all
the great historical achievements of
whites; we have been immersed in
an attitude of white pride and cul
ture from birth. Black History
Month was not begun to create some
sick racial competition, rather, to
give credit where credit was long
overdue. Name for me an adult who
does not know of the white man
who invented the light bulb and
then name for me an adult who does
not know the black man who in
vented the traffic light. Do you no
tice a discrepancy?
You mention that your religion
is based on “the Eternal laws of
Nature, history, logic and common
sense.” From the few biology
classes I have had I was under the
impression that laws of Nature are
constantly changing. If there are
such “External laws ofNature” per
haps you would be so good as to let
me know where I might get my own
copy. As for history, logic and com
mon sense, are we not told to learn
all three so as to avoid making the
same mistakes time and timeagain?
You further espouse that your
religion is based upon “love for the
white race and all worthwhile white
culture and civilization.” Simulta
neously, however, you contemptu
ously goad the editor by saying,
very childishly, that, “if you had
any real courage and brains, you
would be erne of us.” You do not
love the entire white race, only the
minuscule percentage that agrees
with you. YOU are the one name
calling by telling us we are brain
less cowards.
Sir, your incomprehensible para
noia is showing. You “mean for the
white race to survive at any and all
costs,” but who, pray tell, is threat
ening its survival? I have yet to see
any evidence of anti-white groups
equivalent to the KKK or the NAZI
party. So tell me, exactly who is
against the survival of the white
race and using the same warped
reasoning, who are your said en
emies?
You say your religion has “solid
foundations” and is based on “love,
not hatred.” Mr. Hassett, I do not
give that opinion credence enough
to challenge you to prove it to me. I
believe, quite frankly, that you socalled religion and its “solid foun
dations” are not deserving of the
protection awarded by the right to
“Freedom of Speech.”
Morgan Kinross-Wright
senior, political science

Help save
wilderness
Editor:
We need your help. Did you
know that the current Montana
wilderness bill allows for no ju
dicial review of wilderness and
non-wildemess designations?
Did you also know that the
bill makes available for logging
98 percent of the timber suitable
for harvesting? Furthermore,
these timber sales may not re
quire an Environmental Impact
Statement, according to a Dec.
15, 1991 Associated Press ar
ticle quoting Max Baucus.
Professor Lee Metzgar, part
of UM’s biological sciences de
partment, has pointed out that it
is no accident that large mam
mals such as grizzly bears still
reside in Montana; grizzlies,
wolves and elk depend on large
tracts of roadless lands. We are
one of the few states that have
such areas left. Senate Bill S.
1696 has the potential to deci
mate their habitat, and there will
be very little we can do to stop it
once the bill is a law.
If you would like more infor
mation on S. 1696, the Montana
National forest Management Act,
you can:
—look for our information
table in the University Center (
The, Feb. 6; Fri., Feb. 7; Mon.
Feb. 10; and Tues, Feb.ll).
—come to a public meeting,
Wed., Feb. 12 at 7:30 p.m. in the
Hellgate High School cafeteria.
—call the Alliance for the wild
Rockies office 721-5420 with
your questions or to request more
information.
—read the information, ask
questions, and call or write your
congressional representatives.
This is a national effort to stop
the bill. Even if you are regis
tered to vote in another state, we
can use your help. Please act
now or you may someday wish
you had.
Alexis Adams
junior, English
Morga Lincoln
graduate, non-degree

China has
more than
women
Editor:
(This is a response to profes
sor Evan Denney’s comments re
garding his summer study group
to China that was covered in the
Kaimin on Feb. 12,1992.)
Professor Evan Denney:
How about taking a group to
Daytona Beach for spring break?
I hear the chicks are hot there,
too.
You may say, “Well they’re
not my type-I prefer that exotic
look...,” but, Mr. Geography Pro
fessor, isn’t all variety of land
scape worth checking out?
If this woman were an object
to explore on your travel itiner
ary, she would drown you in her
rivers, bury you beneath her land
slides and abandon you in her
forests...
Fortunately for you, Mr.
Denney, I AM NOT.
Noreen Byrne
post-graduate,
pre-physical therapy

Marlenee
wants to kill da
wabbit, da bear
and da wolf...
Editor:
The“polysterprince” from the
windswepteastem Montana prai
ries came prancing through the
hills and valleys of western Mon
tana recently. He was astride a
right-wing political Trojan horse
with a gut full of bile-nourished
acidic buzzwords of division
gleaned from the thesaurus of the
Republican National Committee.
He’s a chicken today, feathers
tomorrow type a guy. Screw the
future, it is now, that’s the hall
mark of Ron Marlenee.
Ron was on a political hunting
trip looking for trophies for his
den. Anything left of extreme
right will do. He’s done bagged
his limit on the other side of the
divide; hence his mountain sa
fari.
Marlenee, like his cartoon
cousin Elmer Fudd, wants to “kill
da wabbit” And da owl, and da
bear, and da wolf, and da buffalo,
and da fish, and da Indian, and da
environmentalist, and da trees,
and da liberal, and da welfare
mother, and da land, and da...
well, you get the picture, I hope.
Of course Ron’s trophy room
will never be complete until he
bags the big privze, “Dat swippery wascol Pat Wiwiams.”
Ron’s fireplace mantel is as
bare as the large uncharted and
unused portion of his cerebrum,
where there is a virtual black hole
of negativism. It (his mantel)
will remain that way until he has
the head of Pat Williams gazing
blankly down at him while he
enjoys a cold Schmidt in the com
fort of his big chair.
you all know that the end of
the story is too close to call but
already there are signs that the
animal population isn’t going to
take this lying down. A squad of
kamikaze deer, members of the
elite Bambi Brigade tried to help
write the future of Montana’s
political history last Wednesday
night when they attacked
Marlenee’s motorcade on high
way 2 between Libby and
Kalispell. Unfortunately, the at
tack failed. The deer now resides
in venison heaven, where they
have the guns and it’s open sea
son on politicians, rednecks, law
yers, racists, CEO’s, gun nuts and
ignorant men and women who
accept their subservient roles in
this society.
Ron suffered only minor
wounds to the anal orifice when
he ingested large amounts of seat
upholstery, foam and springs as
the result of a big time anal
upsuck. He said that at first he
thought he had just hit the vice
president, but was much relieved
when he realized itwasjustadeer
with Dan Quayle eyes.
Although the animal world is
still in a state of mourning for
their lost brothers, plans are al
ready being made to avenge his
death. The local chapter of Be
nevolent Squirrel Society is plan
ning to go on suicidal nut hunts.
They’re just not sure whether to
go for his body or his head.
Bernard L. Azure
junior, journalism

War is the
answer
Editor:
The constant debating, argu
ing and whining over Montana
wilderness must end. Nothing is
being accomplished and no two
groups are ever simultaneously

satisfied. And, unfortunately,

until the interest groups settle
their differences, the politicians
involved will fear making a firm
resolution on their own. So, why

the constant back-and-forth with
mere words? The Earth First!

folks have hit on a great idea for
everyone involved. The answer
is simple, war.

With a few modifications, ex
tremist tactics will work for ev
eryone as a decisive form of dis
pute resolution. Each interest

group may recruit a certain num
ber of warriors from its ranks,

the number being relative to ac
tual representation in the state

(one person, one vote). Each
warrior, then, must use the weap
ons symbolic of the interest

group for which he or she fights.

Loggers get chain saws, hunters

get rifles, granolas get tree spikes,
etc. Finally, the armies face off
in a disputed, but representative,
parcel of proposed wilderness
where each is free to make any
argument which convinces the
others of who is right I am cer
tain that this method will once
and forever settle this issue.

Roland Durocher
first-year law

It’s a
beautiful
world
Editor:
Hey, students! Why not clean
up the gorgeous atrium in the UC
after you pass through on a cloudy
and rainy afternoon?

Why not take a moment and
look up at that beautiful bloom

ing plant, hanging suspended
from the ceiling? I think it’s a
bougainvillaea from down here

on my blue bench. I am drinking
coffee, sitting next to the split
leaf philodendrons and the rub

ber plants.

Why not take a moment to
pick up that discarded Pepsi
bottle,recycle that smashed Pepsi
can, and use the small brown bag

for your lunch, or as a garbage
bag in your car?

Remember to register to vote
in the upcoming elections. Take

time, most of all, to pause and
look around you. What a beauti
ful campus this is!
Laurel Pecukonis
graduate student,
creative writing

Politicians
must ask
questions
Editor:
Have you ever wondered
about tomorrow? Has the future
ever intrigued you? During the
day or at night has the thought of
what will become, ever crept
into your mind? Throughout our
day-to-day events, we are likely
to encounter many discrepan
cies in attitudes and thinking.
The question of the future can
be answered in different ways
by different people. Some of us
are only concerned about what
will happen the next day, while
others are concerned about a
distant future.
Do we care about what’s hap
pening at our job next week, or
whether our children and their
children will have a nice place
to live? We have probably
thought of both of these things
before. If we don’t, we can never
stimulate change, and life will
bccome stagnant, only function
ing as a clog in a piece of ma
chinery. The question of our
future and our children’s future
must be asked. Many ofourpoliticians and social leaders are
forgetting to do this.
Many of them handle politi
cal, economical, and social is
sues with a pragmatic attitude.
They become too concerned
with what is happening now and
today. They are forgetting to ask
questions like how, when and
where. Today is important But,
without asking questions about
the future, we are condemning
ourselves towards a state of no
change. Examples of this insen
sitivity for the future can be seen
right here. Recently, Andrea
Bennett, Montana’s state audi
tor, gave a speech to the UM
faculty. She said that there was
not enough money for everyone
to go to school. UM President
George Dennison has spoken of
enrollment caps. According to
these officials, this will be nec

essary. Their claim is that the
university’s facilities are not ad
equate for the amount of stu
dents enrolling. This may be true
but neither have asked the ques
tions. Where will we get it? How
will we get it? Only by asking
these questions, will we ever be
able to evolve into a happier
more just world.
Mark Denton
sophomore, history
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Bigger, better, up for awards, Cutbank lowers price, boosts sales
ByJ.MarkDudick

for the Kaimin
“Where the Big Fish Lie” is the
motto you’ll find on the cover of

and combined them with Held’s
magazine experience from Ever
green State University in Wash
ington. “I wanted that job,” Held
said. The prestige of Cutbank is

Cutbank magazine these days. The

reference to “big fish” equates to
good writers. Five pieces from the
last issue (#36), for example, were
nominated for national awards. And
the first printing of500 copies sold

one of the reasons why he came to
the University of Montana.
“We didn’t know what we were
in for,” Held said. When they took
over, the magazine had 15 sub

out
Peter Fong and Dennis Held,

Cutbank co-editors, are respon
sible for much of the magazine’s

present success. While interview
ing for the editor’s job with ASUM,
Fong and Held, both MFA candi
dates, decided to share the respon
sibilities of running the magazine.
They were hired and look over in
Jan. 1991. Fong brought his maga
zine production skills from Harvard

scribers, and the billing system was
out of control, he said. ASUM
threatened to stop funding.
The new editors wanted the
magazine to look professional.
Held said that they aimed to make
Cutbank more eclectic and less
rural. By varying the style and sub
ject matter, he said, they hoped to

appeal to more readers. To accom
plish this, they advertised in a na
tional magazine “Poets and Writ
ers,” and as a result, submissions

soared to 100 per day. They also
solicited stories from big name
writers such as Robert Olmstead,
Rick DiMarinis, and William
Kittredge.
Out of all the works submitted

to Cutbank, maybe 2 percent are
published. But the editors try to
send a handwritten note along with
each manuscript returned to the
author. “It’s discouraging work to
send a story out and then have it
returned
without
any
acknowledgement,” Held said.
Next, the editors concentrated
on cosmetics. First they expanded
the magazine from 100 to 144
pages. By adding more pages they
were able to use larger type with
more space between the lines.

They also improved the paper qual
ity. And then, after implementing

a tight budget and lowering pro-

Aliens. Canadians. Dinosaurs.

Held said.
Cutbank has two levels of be
hind-the-scenes editors. The first
level consists of Joel Friedrich as
poetry editor, and Claire Davis as
fiction editor. They determine which
submissions make it to the next level,

zine.
Despite the number of hours,
Held enjoys working on
Cutbank.
“I like to be at the helm of
something that works. I like the
responsibility,” he said. Besides,

the associate editors.
There are eight to ten associate
editors who review the manuscripts

he respects small magazines. They
are great venues for emerging
writers to appear alongside estab
lished writers, he said.
Cutbank is published twice
yearly. The publication party for
issue #37 is slated for Wed., Feb.
19. It will be held in room 210 of
Main Hal 1 at 7 p.m.. Kate Gadbow,

that the editors choose. They, in turn,
narrow down 100 or so manuscripts
to five. Doing this requires weekly
board meetings and a lot of time

Nick Heil, and Michael Umphrey
will read from their works in
cluded in the new issue. It’ll be
WHERE THE BIG FISH LIE.

Romance shines through film's flaws

For a larger perspective of
Montana’s history, the company of

Muffle and Biff.
Weird? Maybe, but it’s all part
ofa day ’ s work for playwright Greg

But the co-editors quickly share

the spotlight. There are students on
this magazine who do a lot of work
and don’t get much of the credit,

spent reading. And these students
do it all for free while learning
how to edit and publish a maga

War and espionage

Keeler explores two frontiers
By B. Craig Stauber
for the Kaimin

duction costs, they slashed the single
issue price from $9.95 to $6.95.
Held and Fong’s efforts have paid
off. At last count, individual sub
scriptions numbered well over 200.

fers Rewinding Montana, a “zoomin journey from then to now.” Muffle
and Biff, tourists from back east, travel
through time to view the state’s story
through the eyes of inhabitants of

By Jill Murray

Ed’s nickname is “The Pall

and cousin outofBeriin—for her

for the Kaimin

bearer” because he rarely cracks a
smile. Cold and impersonal, in

self. She has 14 days.
Melanie Griffith’s perfor

Linda Voss (Melanie Grif

the interview he tells Linda,

mance is worthy of an award.

fith) grew up in a half-German

“Stand up and turn around, it’s a

She’s not a James Bond-flawless-

household in the United States

test I like to give.” She says she,

spy-woman; instead, she is hon

“prefers to take it sitting down.”

est, courageous and sometimes

scared and awkward.

Keeler and the Vigilante Players.

Montana in different eras. A duck

in the 1930s. Her grandmother

This weekend, Missoula audiences
will be able to attend productions

billed dinosaur, mammoth hunters,
and Sacajewea are only a few of the
characters who share their insights

and father taught her how to

Ed is charmed by her honesty,

speak, cook and read German,

spunk and sense of humor. She

Douglas also gives an excel

and she spent her free time

becomes his personal secretary

lent portrayal of an icy, detached,

watching war movies and

dreaming about her relatives

and eventually his lover, even
though he stays emotionally de

afraid to show his love for any

living in Berlin.

group’s work know that they can
expect an evening of unusual in
sight. Those not yet familiar with
group will be pleasantly surprised

through dialogue and song.
Both plays were written by Keeler
and members of the Vigilante Play
ers, with Keeler providing the songs.
Keeler, an English professor at Mon
tana State University, will also be
singing selections from his albums

by the quality of the shows.

before each performance,.

of Rewinding Montana and Aliens
and Canadians, two of the most
popular plays in the group’s reper
toire. Those familiar with the

Aliens and Canadians, de
scribed as a “be-bop musical sci-fi
spoof,” begins with the idea that
Canarfiansare such a mellow people

because for hundreds of years they
have had aliens from the planet

Vegematic living among them pro
moting a laid-back lifestyle. Con
cerned about the aggressive ten
dencies of Americans, the
Vegemites and Canadians launch a
friendly invasion of the United
States to help them chill out

Throughout the film we

tached. She even deduces his true

one.

Her Irish mother taught her

identity—he’s a colonel in the

watch him struggle with his feel

to speak her mind, to love

O.S.S (the forerunner of the CIA)

ings for Linda, and until the end

freely and to face risks with

who spies on Germany. But all

we’re not sure where he stands.

out fear. How could she know

good things must end. The United

One annoying detail: Why did

that in the midst of World War

States enters the war, and Ed van

Ed, who couldn’t speak German,

With a decade of show business

II she would be using those

qualities to spy on Germany

ishes.
Six months later they meet

have the job he did? But since the

behind them, the Vigilante Players
have shown that alternative theatre
can be effectively presented in the

for the United States?

again. The Germans are building

mance and not logic, we’ll let

Shining Through is an in

a hi-tech bomb, and Ed must lo

such a detail be “geringfugig.”

triguing, thrilling espionage

cate it Linda is sent to Germany
as a spy. She has two missions: to

lage 6, at 7:10 and 9:40. Saturday

empty quarter. The two plays repre
sent some of the group’s best work,
and those attending will not be disap
pointed.
Aliens and Canadians: Friday,
Feb. 14. Rewinding Montana: Sat
urday, Feb. 15. Shows begin 8 p.m.
both nights. Pre-show concerts begin
at 7 p.m. $5 students, $6 general.’

“war” movie. It could have

Short Takes

■■■

The breakfasts are good, too. There is an
eclectic assortment of omelets, pancakes and
specialty dishes that offers something for every
one. I can vouch for the Huevos Rancheros, and
my daughter finished her stack of pancakes—
not something that happens every day.
Best of all, there’s no Sunday morning waitin-line-to-get-a-table. Yet. (NB)

focus of Shining Through is ro

Shining Through is at the Vil

been made in the unrealistic,

find the location of the bomb—

and Sunday Matinees at 3:40.

yet romantic movie era of

for the U.S.—and to get her aunts

Tickets: $5 adults, $3 kids.

Casablanca. Many years after

the war is over, Linda tells her
story for a BBC “Women in

War” program. She begins in
1940, when she applied for a

• The Sunday morning 1 ines at many
Missoula restaurants make eating out
less pleasant. But one university-area
eatery offers lines that add to the enjoy
ment of the break fasts they serve.
Melody-lines, played by Jazz pia
nist Alan Okagaki, double the plea
sure of having a Sunday breakfast at
Food for Thought, at Arthur and Daly.
Okagaki plays jazz standards—"The
Nearness of You,” “A-Train,” “I’ll
Remember You”—and a few Bossa
Nova numbers as well. His playing is
cheerful and enthusiastic and goes per
fectly with that first cup of coffee.

impersonal military man who is

secretarial job at a snobbish
firm in New York. Because

she knows German, she is im

mediately taken to the head
honcho, Ed Leland (Michael

Douglas), to interview as a
secretary/intcrpreter/transla[Or

Friday. February 14. 1992

Arts Calendar
Fri., Feb. 14
UC Art Fair. In the UC Mall, 10 a.m. - 6 p.m..
Aliens and Canadians. Vigilante Theatre Co., UC Ballroom, 8 p.m. Pre
show concert with Greg Keeler at 7 p.m. Students $5, General $6.
Romance, Romance. A Montana Repertory Theatre production, 8 p.m.
Montana Theatre. $9 general, $8 seniors.
Kathryn Alexis Crump, contralto. Works by Bach, Brahms, Duparc, Verdi,
Flemming and Menotti. Music Recital Hall, 8 p.m. Free.
Cabaret Follicular. Gonzo theatre, Slabs, 1151/2 S. 4th West, 10 p.m. No
cover.
The Tomcats. Rockabilly, Top Hat, 9:30 p.m. No cover.
Kidd Wikkld. Trendz, 10 p.m. $2 ($5 under 21).
The Moonlighters. R&B, Union Club, 10 p.m. No cover.
Skunkthroat. Montana People’s Action benefit, Union Club, upstairs. 9
p.m. $4.

Sat, Feb. 15
Rewinding Montana. 8 p.m. UC Ballroom. A vigilante Theatre Produc
tion. $5 students, $6 general. There will be a pre-show concert featuring
Greg Keeler at 7 p.m.
Montana Repertory Theatre presents The Real Thing. A Montana
Repertory Theatre production, 8 p.m. Montana Theatre. $9 general,
$8 seniors. There will also be a matinee at 2 p.m.
Vocal audition workshops for MCTs production of Evita. 1p.m. Front
Street Theatre, 221 E. Front St. $15 registration fee. Call Alicia BullockMuth at 543-3996 for reservations and info.
The Psyclones. Rockabilly, Top Hat, 9:30 p.m. No cover.
Jammin' Eddie. Maxwell’s, 9:30. No cover.
Kidd Wikkld. Trendz, 10 p.m. $2 ($5 under 21).
Sun., Feb. 16
Alan Okagakl. Breakfast Jazz Piano, Food For Thought, Daly and Arthur,
9:30-11:30 a. m.
The Committee. The Top Hat, 10 p.m. No cover
Open Mike Night. Maxwell’s, 8 p.m. No cover.
Second Wind Reading Series: David Cates and Phil Burgess. Old Post
Pub, 103 W. Spruce, 7:30 p.m. Free.
Mon., Feb.17
Young Rep theater group meets at 5:15 p.m. in the Schreiber Gym annex.
Country Jam Session-bring your instrument. The Top Hat, 10 p.m. No
cover.
Parallel Junction. The Rhino, 10 p.m. No cover.

Tues., Feb. 18
Winter Dance Showcase, produced by UM’s Drama/Dance Dept. Open
Space Theater in PA/RC. 8 p.m. $3.
John C. Ellis, organ and harpsichord. Works by Bach and Mozart. Music
Recital Hall, 8 p.m. Free.
Der Mond 1st Nur Elne Nackerte Kugel (The Moon Is Just a Naked
Sphere) (1980) An anti-Heimatfilm depicting a harsh existance in rural
Bavaria. Urey Lecture Hall, 7:30 p.m. Free.

Tues., Feb. 18
Box-O’-Squash. Accoustic music, Food For Thought, Daly and Arthur, 8
p.m. No cover.
The Psyclones. Rockabilly, Top Hat, 9:30 p.m. No cover.
Heart and Soul. The Rhino, 10 p.m., No cover.

Alain Deroulctte/Kaimin

ELSA HOWARD, a student in general studies, views a painting by Mato A. Higashltanl at
the UC Gallery Thursday afternoon. The gallery hours are Monday-Friday from 10 a.m. to
4 p.m., but it is closed on weekends. The exhibit runs through March 12.

'Idaho' a twisty trip that's worth the risks
By Jill Murray
for the Kaimin
Pack your toothbrush and
skivvies. We’re taking a little trip.
We’ll begin in Idaho, head to
Seattle, hit Portland, take a run over

to Italy and then jump back home.
We’ll run into Shakespeare, male
hustlers, dysfunctional families, and
unrequited love. And at least one of
us will get lots of sleep.
If you’re close-minded, have no

sense of humor and don’t like ad
venture—stay home. But if you want
to see an excellent film, then take
the journey to My Own Private
Idaho—the ultimate road trip.

Mike Waters (River Phoenix) is

a connoisseur of roads. He’s been
tasting them all his life. He’s on one
now, that he fears will never end,
though it probably goes all the way

around the world.
My Own Private Idaho is about
Mike and Scott Favor (Keanu
Reeves) who are two very different

male hustlers. They meet on the
street in Portland and become best
friends. Mike was abandoned by
his mom and as a consequence
suffers from narcolepsy (when he
can’t cope with a situation, he
abruptly falls into a deep sleep).
Scott comes from a wealthy
family. His father is the mayor of
Portland, but Scott lives in the
street for the pure drama of surviv
ing the lifestyle. He plans a com
plete transformation—’’when they
least expect it”—when he comes
into his inheritance on his 21st
birthday. Butfirstheaccompanies
Mike on a wild goose chase that
takes them all the way to Rome.
The goose is Mike’s mom.
Director Gus Van Sant, best
known for “Drugstore Cowboy,”
takes big risks here. He’s dealing
with some highly volatile subjects:
graphically portrayed homosexu
ality, dysfunctional families, in
justice, abandonment. He also in

corporates

a

variation

of

Shakespeare’s Henry IV into the
plot. What’s amazing is that not
only does he pull it off, but he does
it brilliantly, non-judgmen tally and
artistically. It’s a joy to watch and
a definite “must see.” Both Phoe
nix and Reeves deliver phenom
enal performances in challenging
roles.
My Own Private Idaho mir
rors the lifecycle and courage of the
salmon, the fish that spends it’s life
struggling against the current only
to return to the streams where it
spent it’s immature life. When it

returns, it spawns and dies. The
movie is a bittersweet tale, like life
itself. There’s conflict between just
and unjust, and it’s impossible to
tell right from wrong. You don’t
know whether to laugh or cry, but
the beauty and the rightness of the
film is that you can, and should, do
both.
My Own Private Idaho, at the
Crystal, 7:00 p.m. Weekend mati
nees.

Wed., Feb. 19
Feb. 19 Ein Mann Furs Leben (A Man For Life) (1980) German film
depicting a young family in which the traditional roles are reversed. Urey
Lecture Hall, 7:30 p.m. Free.
Bluegrass Jam Session-bring your instrument. The Top Hat, 10 p.m. No
cover.
Bingo and Crew. The Rhino, 10 p.m. No cover.
Thurs., Feb. 20
The Most Happy Fella. A Missoula Community Theatre Production.
Wilma Theatre, 8 p.m. Reserved seats cost $12, $9, and $5. 728-1911
for info and reservations.
Iguana Love Call. Accoustic music, Food For Thought, Daly and Arthur,
8 p.m. No cover.
Nite Snak'r. R&B, Top Hat, 10 p.m. No cover.
Knott Bros. The Rhino, 10 p.m. No cover.
Wild Trout. Maxwell’s, 10 p.m. No cover.

Fri., Feb. 21
Dan Maher, folksinger. UC Coffeehouse Concert, UC Lounge, 7 p.m. Free.
Roger Dale McDonald, oboe and saxophone and Dr. James Edmonds,
piano. Works by Scarlatti, Barlow, Saint-Saens, Carter, Ibert and
Creston. Music Recital Hall, 8 p.m. Free.
The 23rd International Tournee of Animation. Urey Lecture Hall, 7 p.m.,
9 p.m. and midnight.

In the Galleries
“Pebbles of Summer,” recent paintings by Mato Higashltanl in the UC
Gallery. Hours: 10 a.m.-4 p.m., M-F. Artist’s reception Fri., Feb. 14, 79 p.m. Free.
Photojournalism exhibit. Featured photgraphs of the College Photogra
pher of the Year and Picture of the Year competitions. Journalism 303,
8 a.m.-noon, 1 p.m.-5 p.m., Monday-Friday through Feb. 14. Free.
“Picturesofa Child’s World,” a collection of children’s book illustrations,
at the Missoula Museum of the Arts. For information on special events
and workshops associated with the show call the museum at 728-0447.
“Echoes: A Visual Reflection.! Richard S. Buswell’s black and white
photographs of old Montana things. Paxson Gallery, Performing Arts
Center, through Feb. 15. Daily 9 a.m.-noon, 1-3 p.m., Sat. 11 a.m.-3
p.m. Free.
Joint Exhibition of Faculty Work. From UM and WMC, Feb. 18-Mar. 20.
Gallery of Visual Arts, 11 a.m.-3 p.m., Tues.-Sat.
Three Women Artists: Paintings by Kristi Hager and Ginny Moog and
sculpture by Amity Parks. Sutton West Gallery, 121 W. Broadway,
daily 9 a.m.-5:30 p.m., Sat. 10 a.m.-4 p.m.
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Griz parlay 15-point run into 26th straight home win
By Kevin Anthony
Sports Editor
Three-point bombs and twohanded jams brought the Dahlberg
fans to their feet, but it was the
smothering Grizzly defense that
brought the Eagles to their knees.
UM put on a defensive clinic in
the second half of last night’s game.
The Griz put the wraps on Eastern
Washington’s attack and scorched
the Eagles with a 15-point tear that
all but finished off EWU in
Montana’s 91-66 triumph.
“I thought our defense started a
lot of things on the run,” Griz head
coach Blaine Taylor said after his
team improved to 21-2 and 10-1 in

the Big Sky.
Leading 46-42 with 16:20 left
in the game, UM’s Delvon Ander
son broke away from the pack and
scored a layup while drawing the
foul. The three-point play was
only the beginning of the end for

the Eagles.
Following an Anderson steal,
Roger Fasting fed backcourt mate
Keith Crawford with a dead-eye
pass, and Crawford fed the basket
with an Oh-my-god! -Keith-shouldhave-entered-the-NBA-slam-

dunk-contest, double-pump, twohanded jam.
While the crowd was howling
wildly in amazement. Fasting
promptly picked the pocket of
EWU’s Dana Adams and, after
dishing the ball off and getting it

back, sank a double-clutch layup to
increase the Griz lead to 11.
The Eagles almost broke the
streak after that, but Daren Engel lant
rejected two Austin Layton shots
from the paint.
After two free-throws by Fast
ing, a floater in the lane by Gary
Kane, a layup off a sweet spin move
by Engellant, and a jumper by
Crawford just inside the three-point
line with an Eagle defender in his
face, the Griz had a 61-42 lead and
were looking at their 26th straight

win at home.
Aside from the 20 turnovers UM
forced, the Griz also held the Eagles
to 11-36 shooting from the floor in
the second half and 23-60 for the

game.
Fasting and Engellant led the Griz
in thievery with three steals each.
Anderson and Nate Atchison had
two apiece. Engellant also led the
team with 14 points, including a
three-pointer, nine rebounds and four
blocked shots.
“Daren was such a presence near
the basket,” Taylor said.
All 12 Grizzlies scored as UM
used a balanced scoring attack to put
together it’s second best offensive
showing of the season. The Griz
scored 98 in a 30-point blowout of
Portland in early December.
Gary Kane was second on the
team with 13 points, including two
treys. Crawford and Anderson tal
lied 11, while Fasting and reserve
Don Hedge poured in nine. Ander-

John Youngbear/Kaimin

WATCHING THE EAGLES SOAR...NOT— UM forward Nate Atchison follows the ball with
anticipation during Montana’s 91-66 cataclysmic defeat of Eastern Washington Thursday In
Dahlberg Arena.
son also had eight boards.
Justin Paola and Miguel John
son led the Eagles in scoring with
21 and 20. Johnson bolted out of
the gate, knocking down 11 of
EWU’s first 16 points. He finished
the half with 13 but fell victim to
the stifling Grizzly defense in the
second stanza, shooting just 2-8

from the floor.

PaolalitupUM with long-range
bombs that would have counted in
the NBA, but four of his seven
three-pointers came after the game

“Before the game, I did my James
Brown imitation and told (the play
ers) we want to feel good,” he said,
adding that at halftime, he didn’t

was sewn up.
“Johnson was the only one who
really hurt us,” Taylor said. Taylor
said he was a little uneasy when the
Griz got out to a slow start and led
by only five at half.

feel too good.
Taylor said the Griz will take
three days off to “recharge their
batteries,” until they start practice
Monday in preparation for their Feb.
22 game against Montana State.

Column by Greg Thomas_____________________________ ____________________________ ___

Winter challenge accepted:
Bag spouse for winter trout
Writers have no trouble paint
ing this romantic notion:
In a log cabin, tucked away in
the backwoods, a fly fisherman ties

do go fishing if fishing is what
you love. Remember, it will be

my ass off in a snow storm. Four
hours, three fish. I loved it I’m not

worth it If you have the right

into numbers.
Memorial Day last year I caught

delicate, little blue olives, reads

attitude.
If you’re not in for the winter

Gierach or Maclean, and fills in a

challenge, stay home with the

brook trout at Georgetown Lake be

journal while passing the dog-days

spouse, read the books and then,

fore noon and left in a hurry. It was

of winter with the spouse.

come spring, take your spincasting

too easy.

20-something rainbow and two

Yes, that’s a romantic, widely

gear to Georgetown Lake and

Give me the opportunity to cast

regarded notion, but the next time a

leave the good stuff for people

over a rising four-pound brown or

guy says it or writes it, I think I’m

who aren’t necessarily worried

going to break that bastard’s choice

about fishless days or lonesome

75 16-20 inch rainbows, swirling
over their spawning beds, and I’ll

five-weight over my knee. Con

trary to the literature, winter fish

nights.
I get tired of hearing people

ing is hot, and you should bag the

whine about the fishing being so

My point is, don’t be convinced

spouse and try it

poor, that they didn’t load the

knock you down trying to get to that
brown.

I mean, you’re not going to catch

boat or release the required 15 or

that winter has to be spent at home.
Flyfishing is a year-round sport with

a lot of fish. They’re tough in win

20 trout a day. How can a person

different levels of challenge. A fish

ter. But think about it Why did you

set prerequisites when the quality

erman should seek challenges year-

choose a fly rod over spin or

of an experience should be placed

round and strive to improve his/her

baitcasting gear in the first place?

on how much mental stimulation

technique. Summer and fall are for

So you could sit in a cabin all

is aroused rather than how tired

the beginner, spring for the moder

winter dreaming of summer while

an arm becomes from fighting

ate to good, and winter for the besL

going stir crazy? You wanted a

fish.
On most winter days you won’t

catch fish during winter, nor that an

challenge didn’t you? An excuse to

get out of that musty cabin. To

catch that many fish. And you
shouldn’t need to. Anyone who
names prerequisites to me before

expert can * t nearly wet his/her (gotta

winter fishing offers just that —

leaving for the river, or tells me

But, the same feeling and emotion

the toughest, mostselective, spooky

what time I have to be back home,

should be attained on the tough days

trout of the year. It can be hum
bling and provide a unique per

is a person who’ll be standing

when the challenge is greatest

alone in a driveway watching the

If you really enjoy the sport, if

spective to stand waste-deep in

back end of my Ford high-tail it

you accept the challenge, don ’ t give

be equal) waders in June when the
salmon flies come offon Rock Creek.

freezing water while trout with

out of there. There shouldn ’ t have

in to the lure of the sheets or the

brains the size of peas endlessly

to be guarantees. If we always

constant harrassmentfrom your

refuse your offering. It’s great!

knew how the fishing would be,
or when we had to be home, much

whining “better half.” Get over your

of flyfishing’s intrigue would be

STUDENT SPECIAL • $24.95
1<MO BZ

■

.■iowom

Why wait for your tax refund?
1916 BROOKS 721-3633 • 928 E. BROADMAY 721-0105 •
SOUTHGATE MALL 543-3171

That is not to say a beginner can’t

trade whining for wind against the
face, trouble for trout. Right? Well,

You should spend your winter
days fishing while your gal chops

$C ASH$ IN A

Medium Sujier
Pepperoni
Don’t wait for their
“once a week” special.
My $5 Medium Pepperoni Pizza is
available EVERYDAY.,
$1 delivery charge per order on this special.
Limited time offer. No coupon needed.
________________________ —;—--------

insecurities, your crutch, and hit the
river. Standing all day in a cold

wood. The sheets may stay cold all
night, but sacrifices (not going fish

lost
Last Saturday, I spent four

stream singing “Put Another Log on

ing) can only go so far before you
become a skeleton of what you

hours casting size 20-24 midge
patterns over a consistently rising

ter challenge and a clear indication
that flyfishing is truly what you

used to be, what you loved. So, you

pod of rainbows, while freezing

love.

the Fire, Honey,” is the perfect win

WKe Deliver!
east of Russell:
Holiday Village
Shopping Center
721-3663

west of Russell:
3521 Brooks
next to Cine 3
721-4664

Godfather’s
Pizza.

V
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Lady eagers get lift
from big mountain
By Greg Thomas
Sports Reporter
Just when the Eastern Wash
ington Eagles thought they might
have an opportunity to end a Lady
Griz conference winning streak at
66 games, Montana’s big moun
tain took over.
With 9:46 remaining in the first
half of last night’s game and the
score knotted at 18, Montana’s top
gun, Shannon Cate, left the game
when her right shoulder dislocated
for the third time this season. There
seemed to be a feeling among Eagle
faithfuls that Montana was finally
vulnerable. That’s when 6-3 sopho
more center Jodi Hinrichs from
Fairfield, Mont, took over and
spoiled the party.
After an 18-foot jump shot by
Julie Epperly (four points, three
rebounds, three assists) and a lay
in by Ann Lake (16 points, 12
rebounds), Hinrichs added two free
throws, after being fouled. Then,
after a Joy Anderson three-pointer,
Hinrichs punched in three straight
baskets to lead the Lady Griz on a
14-2 run and give them a 34-24
lead at halftime. EWU never got
any closer and lost the game 7056, while providing the Lady Griz
with their 67th straight conference
victory.
Hinrichs was also a force de
fensively and the main reason why
Eastern went over four minutes
without a score when Cate de
parted. Hinrichs batted two balls
back at the beaks of the Eagles in
addition to scoring a game-high 17
points and grabbing eight re
bounds.
“Jodi and Ann both played re
ally well,” Lady Griz head coach
Robin Selvig said. “They both
caught the ball well down low

Time: 8p.m.-midnight
Place: Copper Commons
Music Sound Travel Mobile
Entertainment System

against a physical and packed-in
zone that made it tough to get the
ball inside.”
When the ball couldn’t be
pushed inside, Cate took over from
the perimeter.
Cate scored six points in the
first half before leaving with her
shoulder injury and then added nine
more points in the second half.
“Her shoulder went right back
into place and the trainer checked it
outat halftime,” Selvig said. “Shan
non said it didn’t hurt and it felt
strong and she wanted to go back
in, so back she went and she played
really well.”
Montana held the Eagles to 56
points on 24-69 shooting (31.9 per
cent).
“Our defensive intensity was
good,” Selvig said, “and when you
don’t shoot the ball well offen
sively, like we did (38.9 percent),
it’s nice to get it done on defense.”

Montana will hope that both of
fense and defense run smoothly
next week when they take on Mon
tana State, the last conference team
to beat them (March 5, 1988, in
Bozeman, for those who can’t re
member that far back).
“They’re a much different team
than when we played them in
Missoula,” Selvig said. “It’s an ex
citing game for the kids and a win
would give us a huge lift toward the
conference championship.”
Montana will have to stop Mon
tana State’s Cass Bauer. Bauer
scored 27 points against Idaho S tate
last week.
If Cate’s shoulder recovers as
expected and Montana’s big moun
tain plays as well next week as she
did last night, UM’s 68th straight
conference win and, virtually, a
clinch on the Big Sky champion
ship will be theirs.

Food: A beverage and free snacks
Tickets: $2.50/single, $4.00/couple
(available at Foreign Student
Office, ISA Committee Members
and at the door)

John Youngbear/Kaimin

LADY GRIZ forward, Shannon Cate, says thumbs up to this Eastern Washington road trip.
Montana rolled Into Cheny, Wash., Wednesday and rolled out Thursday with a 70-56 victory.

UM netters
set to play

Track teams
Canseco
on the move
charged
for battery to Moscow

By Kevin Anthony
Sports Editor
The UM tennis team, sans
women, will travel to Cheney,
Wash., today to take part in a fourteam meet.
The Griz will take on Calgary
today, followed by matches with
Eastern Washington and Portland
Saturday.

After last weekend’s tourna
ment, the men are 0-4 on the young
season.
Head coach Kris Nord said the
Portland team wil 1 probably be the
best team in the tournament, but
the Griz have a shot at picking up
their first team-win when they take
on Washington and Calgary.
Although the Dinosaurs were
tough on UM last year, they have
lost a lot of members from that
team, Nord said.
Nord also said the Griz should
do well against EWU.
Last weekend, Nick Helwig and
Kevin Madruga were leaders for
the men. Helwig picked up a tough
win in No. 3 singles, and Madruga
chalked up two victories over the
weekend.
Both the men’s and women’s
teams will be in action Feb. 21
when they play host to Montana
State at the Missoula Athletic Club.

.o
O
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By Kevin Anthony
Sports Editor

MIAMI (AP) — Jose
Canseco’s rocky marriage went
public Thursday when he was
arrested after police said he
chased his estranged wife’s car,
rammed it twice and spat on her
window.
Canseco, the Oakland A’s 27year-old slugger, was booked in
the Dade County Jail and released
15 minutes later on $5,000 cash
bond. He was charged with ag
gravated battery, which carries a
maximum penalty of 15 years in
prison and $10,000 in fines.
The confrontation began about
4:30 a.m. (EST) when Canseco
and his wife, Esther, started ar
guing at a 24-hour gas station,
Metro-Dade police spokesman
Ralph Fernandez said.
Mrs. Canseco sped off in her
BMW. Canseco followed in his
Porsche and rammed the left front
panel and the right rear panel of
her car, police said.
When Mrs. Canseco, 25,
pulled to the side of the road,
Canseco walked up to her driver’s
side window, the report said. An
officer arrived in time to see
Canseco spit on her driver’s side
window, Fernandez said.

Both UM indoor track teams
will be in Moscow, Idaho, over
the weekend after taking a week
off from competition.
The Griz and Lady Griz huck

sters will compete in the Vandal
Indoor In v i tational today and the
Ramada Inn All-Comers Meet
Saturday. The Vandal meet will
feature a couple of athletes with
impressive resumes.
Washington State’s Augustin
Olobia, the NCAA defending55meter champion, will be on hand.
UM’s top sprinter, Darrin
Stringer, will have a tough time
catching him.
The Cougars Josephat
Kapkory will go head-to-head
with UM’s David Morris.

Kapkory won the Mountain West
Cross Country meet last fall.
Former Idaho field-specialist
Dan O’Brien, a world champion

decathlete, will also compete.
The all-comer meet is open to
college and high school athletes.
Both meets will be scored indi
vidually.

With the good weather of late,
the UM teams have been able to
slipin three daysof outdoor prac
tice, a refreshing change for ath
letes who usually train in

Do Laundry
and Study,
Too!

6
o

cramped spaces around the bas' ketbal 1 court in Dahlberg Arena
or in Schreiber Gym.

—► Open 24 Hours
—► Study Tables For Students
—> Snacks & Groceries

1600 Russell (Mount

& Russell)

J

WESOIXWASH,DIYANDR)LD

ACCORDINGTOYOUIINSTRUCTIONS
50(PER POUND •7DAYSA WEEK

MEDAL WATCH
GOLD
2

NO TIME TO DO LAUNDRY?
USE OUR DROPOFF SERVICE!

Missoula's LARGEST
No Smoking
Laundromat
1700 S. 3rd W.
next to T&C Lounge

8am-10pm DAILY
728-9845

SIL0ER

BRONZE

Extra Tidbits: Donna
Weinbrecht won the U.S.’s
second gold medal by taking
first in tne women's moguls
skiing. Nelson Carmichael
won tne bronze in the men's
moguls for the United States.
MEDALS STANDINGS
1. Austria —12
2. Germany—10
3. Unified — 0
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Changes
unlikely
in wilderness
bill, says
Sen. Baucus
BOZEMAN (AP)—Sen. Max
Baucus says amendments proposed
by Rep. Ron Marlenee to a compro
mise Montana wilderness bil 1 would
upset the delicate balance in the bill
and are unlikely to be included.
Ron Marlenee, R-Mont., pro
posed three amendments to the wil
derness bill drafted by Baucus and
Sen. Conrad Bums, R-Mont., and
now near final passage in the Sen
ate.
Marlenee said the changes —
regarding water rights, Forest Ser

vice appeals and language releas
ing land for development—would
help win Republican support in the
House. But that argument didn’t
sway Baucus.
“Senator Bums and I found a
balance, and Ron Marlenee’s sug
gestions lend to upset that balance,”
the Democratic senator said of the
proposals. “Ron’s suggestions

LAURA STAHL (front left) and Willy Swannack run behind Willy's brother Bruce during a game of Simon Says Thursday
afternoon at UM.

Voters may face 10 ballot measures,
half from the Montana Legislature
HELENA (AP)—Voters in this year’s amendment to create a fundamental right
to hunt
The deadline for gathering the 36,702
ciding the fate of at least 10 ballot mea

Study shows AZT
ineffective after
AIDS virus develops

primary and general elections may be de

sures, half of which come from the Legis

signatures for Constitutional Initiative

62 has passed. County election officials
lature.
The June 2 primary could include three must turn over the petitions to the secre
measures, but the November election could tary of state’s office by Feb. 21 before it
will be known if the measure qualifies
have seven proposals on the ballot.
The Legislature has placed two mea

for the balloL
The 1991 Legislature placed three

sures on the June 2 ballot
One would create a two-mill statewide constitutional changes on the November
level to help pay for Montana’s five voca ballot.
One clarifies what happens when
tional-technical centers in Billings, Butte,

Great Falls, Helena and Missoula. The

someone is appointed to fill a vacancy on

new property tax would raise about $3.2

the Supreme Court or a district judge

million a year.
The second proposal from lawmakers,

ship. Under the present system, a series

of timely resignations and subsequent

passed by the special session last month, appointments could prevent an election
would use coal tax revenue to help finance for years.
A second legislative proposal would
improvements in public works throughout

patients who received early treatment. But once AIDS
developed, they tended to go downhill faster. And their
survival at the end of the 21/2-year study was 77 percent,
slightly worse than among those who began treatment
later, the researchers said.
The study thus failed to come up with a clear answer to
the question of when people infected with HTV, the AIDS

that.”
Baucus said he isn’t surprised by
opposition to the wilderness bill,

which could break a 13-year dead
lock on the issue. Members of the
environmental group Earth First!
have been arrested after chaining
themselves together in his Missoula

conducted at Veterans Affairs hospitals in Baltimore,
Houston, Los Angeles, Miami, New York City, San Fran

patients’ lives.

seven to eight and require the additional

His proposal, called the Big Sky Dividend,

out of the U.S. Senate, and we did

virus, should start taking AZT.
The study, directed by Dr. John D. Hamilton, was

June ballot is a proposed constitutional get on the fall ballot.

stale Board of Regents membersh ip from

moted by Republican Gov. Stan Stephens.

He said Marlenee’s call for amend
ments didn’t automatically reopen
the bargaining process.
“If we choose to do that, it will
be on a mutual basis,” Bums said.
“What we (Baucusand Bums) were
concerned about is we pop this baby

taking the medicine later, a study concludes.
The drug delayed the onset of full-blown AIDS in

member be an Indian.
Four other proposals, including the
must have 36,702 signatures to get on the
governor’s Big Sky Dividend, must at
November ballot
The third measure that could be on the tract enough signatures before they can

in competition with a similar idea pro

Bums agreed, saying he would
stand by the agreement with Baucus.

BOSTON (AP)—HIV-infected people who start re
ceiving AZT early live no longer than those who begin

cisco, Washington and Durham, N.C. It was published
today in the New England Journal of Medicine.
Just why the early-treatmcnt patients lived no longer,
even though they delayed the start of AIDS, is unclear. In
an editorial, Drs. Lawrence Corey and Thomas R. Fleming
of the University of Washington speculated that AZT’s
benefits decrease with time, so AIDS is more quickly fatal
when it arrives.
At New England Medical Center in Boston, Dr. Paul
Skolnik said the results should not deter doctors from
starting early AIDS treatment. Delaying the onset of
AIDS improves the quality — if not the duration — of

allow the state to sell some land at less
the state.
The plan, backed by Democrats and than market value to a local government.
The third measure would increase the
dubbed the Treasure State Endowment, is

might be acceptable to me alone, or
even to (Rep. Pat) Williams, but it’s
doubtful frankly, because the Mon
tana environmental community
would want an offset—something
in return.”

office in protest.
“Any wilderness bill that is com
prehensive is not going to make
everyone happy,” he said. “We are
never going to make everybody

happy. There aren’t very many
things that are absolute, but that’s
one of them.”
Baucus called the wilderness bill
the best available to meet today’s
circumstances.

FREE BOWLING
STUDENTS: Check out
Mountain Line's Weekend
Milk Run!

STUDENTS RIDE FREE
Mountain Line's evening
Milk Run schedule:
leaves UM
Fieldhouse
6:12 pm
7:12 pm
8:12 pm
9:12 pm
10:12 pm
11:12 pm
12:12 pm

leaves Five
Valiev's Bowl
6:38 pm
7:38 pm
8:38 pm
9:38 pm
10:38 pm
11:38 pm

Tgoodfor"ne free game with each game purchased.
Compliments of the Montana Kaimin
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Please call me about League Bowling
0 Men's
O'*'™0’8
ACROSS FROM THE FAIRGROUND 0Women’s
() Seniors
549-4158
0 Mixed
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expiree 3/31/92
0 Already bowl league
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LOST AND FOUND --------

Classified®

etc.) Holiday, Summer and Career Employment avail

Snowboard: Rossignol Race. Call Bill 728-6907.

able. No experience necessary. For employment pro
Lott- Black Ladies Wallet on campus Sunday night.
Call 243-1739 if found.

^ir-ation text book “Those Who Can Teach."
,1 uc Lounge. If found call 251-2444.
Loat men's Oscar Delaurenta watch. If found, call

11

gram call 1-206-545-4548 exL C222.

CHEAP! FBI/U.S. SEIZED

MACS-COM is FREE!!

543-1144 (2400 N-8-1)

543-7543 (voice). Ask about loaner computer termi

Chris, Happy one year/Valentine’s Day, Love you *4.

nal. and modem..

Heidi

COMMUNITY----------------INVOLVEMENT--------------

to tell the world! You'remy boyfriend and I Love You!

89 MERCEDES________________ .$200

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT - fisheries.
Earn $5,000+Ano nth. Free transportation! Room A

87 MERCEDES________________ 4100

Board! Over 8,000 openings. No experience neces

65 MUSTANG...........................$50

sary. Mllfi or Female. For employment program call
Student Employment Services at 1 -206-545-4155 ext.

Choose from thousands starting $25. FREE 24 hour

333.

#MT11KJC.

542-1714. Leave message.

86 VW.___________ ...___________ $50

recording reveals details 801-379-2929 Copyright

DUMBY GUY, Who needs all this love and mushy

Over half the people on MACS have never used a
computer before. Most of those claim they still can 'L

Lost Corporate Finance Textbook BA 211. If found

Repto sell qual ity sweats to Greeks. Resume: Coyotees,

Solo flex Muscle Machine. New with all accessories.

222 N. Higgins.

Call 243-1604.

call 542-1613.

Tutor for 002 Math $7/hr. 542-7704.

Con lem porary couch, 1 ov eseat apricotftan, clean, com -

Lost Black Hills Oold pinky ring. If found call 549-

5473, as for Dandle.

Lost Social Welfare book for social work class. lost on
campus. If found, call 542-1828.

simple “like/don‘t like" form. EASY! Fun,relaxing at
home, beach, vacations. Guaranteed paycheck. FREE

Hour

Recording

Sofa, tan, 7’,$30. Chair, comfy, green, $5.2 low tables,

Montana's only Cryobank is recruiting new donors.

HALF-PRICE -----------------CLOTHES -----------------------

Pound: tape recorder. Claim at Pharm/Psych Bldg.

Males 18-35 in good health. Earn extra cash and give

the gift of life. Monorities encouraged. Call Sam st
NW And ro logy and Cryobank, 9-5, 728-5254 for

Deep Dowd Trauma Hounds.

Carlo's famous 50% offsale now at Carlo's 204 South

Hey guys, look mg for that super romantic evening for

yCT, ffwt your Valentine Friday night? Throw a greasy

burger down her throat and head for the Elbow Room
for Show and Shake-your-ass Rock-n-Roll by Wild
Trout, the band you both can party with.

YMCA Day Camp Coordinator position open.

1425 S. Higgins
HELP! UC Pro gram m ing is looking for ushers to assist
with the Vigilante Theatre Productions of "Aliens and

ranaHims A Rewinding Montana" this Friday and
$fiwrfay night That's Feb. 14 A 15. Chose either or

50% off SALE now at Mr. Higgim Vintage and Funky

recruit, train and support staff. Experience in day camp

Clothing.

AUTOMOTIVE---------------

Part-time rental car rep. Full-time summer. Apply at

Paid in terns hi ps with the NATURE CON S E R V A NCY
forsummer 1992 (Choteau, Helena, and Lander, WY.)

Deadline: 3/2/92. To apply contact CoopEd, 162 Lodge.

4999 to sign up. See ya at the shows.

couples bow to run their lives! Keep up on your

favorite soaps. Call MACS new 543-7543.

GARDEN BAR - Bigfork, MT. As always: FREE.
It’s all half-price at Carlo's One Night Stand. 204

South 3rd, 11-5:30. Get your fash ionable butts here

right now!

Childcare wanted in my home ASAP. Close to cam

Roses are red

Violets are blue

Dear Jo Lee, I had a fan!astir weekend! I Love You!
Clint

Dear BARB, Happy Valentine's to my favorite

exislentalisL Hope you bag a non-mid-Life crisising
studhound. Your office male, CH

Muffin-Adm it it. You're dying for me! I kind of like
my 1 itlle Nature Girl too!

Jeanne T. - Roses are Red, toilets are white, you're one
of the nicest people I know, who work's at night.

Fud-The name didn’t hold, the mistakes have been

Amber and Lee-If you don't stop fighting, the good

Valentine fairy won't bring you anything fun on
Valentine's Day.

When we're unemployed

1979 SAAB EMS needs work but very operable as is

I’ll still love you.
Squeaky, I love you and your cute eyelashes’ Love,

$500.728-3040.

Mrs. PP

I love you! Love, Lori.

Gerkin, I’ll take that small washing now! Love Geak
Happy V-Day Wee, You'll get your present later!

Vanessa

308140, obo. New230z Bra $50, couch $50,721-2832

Love, Ken

Rich.

Rx for Rob - Let's make love: Laura

very negotiable. Call Iv/msg. 542-1939

BODIES WANTED .. ....

To my Honeybean: Hapy Balentime’s Day! Perhaps

Summer Day Camp Director - Campus Recreation

Bring your body to Carlo’s for some new clothes at

Department. $6.50Air. Approximately 5 hrs ./week

half-price! 1 l-5:30p.m. right now!

pus. M-F and Thursdays until 3 pm. Needed thru

Fogey, It was meant to be! Love, W.D.S.L.

March-May. 30 hrs ./week. June 15-Aug. 7. Previous
camp or day care experience mandan tory. Application

TYPING--------------------------

All Sports Trophy. Free.

WORDPERFECT TYPING. BERTA 251-4125.

FREE 16 az. spark! ing water of choice and free soup

TYPING COUPON - $2.00 OFF
Valid through Feb 29,1992

CaU Sonja, 543-8565

we'll dream of chocolate covered peppermints in the

Bonster - Once a year and counting. If I had to do it over

again I would- but this time I'd use more whipped

WANTED TO BUY
Wanted: five gallon glass carboys. Call Dwayne 5432838.

SUN FREAKS?----------------

cream and licorice sticks. Love SCamP

Move a

Woman with FISHGUN seeks man with shower cur
tains on his couch for picnic in Greenough Park??

Lend me an ear and come near. Be my valentine!! Love

Red.

Blinded by the light? All sunglasses $4 Cado's big

Michael J.: You moon-walked, as well as walked on

sale.

your hands, into my life. It started out as borderline,

Hiappy
Valentine's

I love you!

FAST ACCURATE VERNA BROWN 543-3782.

SCHOLARSHIPS "

Will do typing. Call 549-4463.

SCHOLARSHIPSAVAILABLErccorded me.

Alan! I've got a book on massage. Want to help me

728-7817.

practice? Give me a call. Happy V-Day! Birdie

COMPUTERS ----------------

ever, then I guess we better, take us forever, for now,

chocloate heart today at Temptations (UC Court) 9-4.

C. Jay, Stay warm this Valentine's Day! I Love You!

N. Gee

atrium. Wah! Wah! Love R-O-B-Y-NR.

now it's muchos amountos, who knows what's next?

Personalize your heart.’ Just a reminder to pick up your

the rest of the FULS

Jason - You have my heart and my everlasting love.

ister at Campus Recreation, FH 201. Counts towards

721-8811

-La Chons

‘Day!!

Thanks for supporting the UM ad club.
THE TOMCATS send a red rose and “Jailhouse

Rock" out to Molly Kramer, a woman we can't resist.

Friday Feb. 14th at the TOP HAT.

Typing service $2/pg. Pick up and delivery available.

Call 543-2667.

Mr. Higgins' half-priced clothing SALE. Come in

now for the best buys in town. Mr. Higgins' 612 S.

Higgins.

YOUR MONEY--------------WANTED------------------------

Volunteers for ASUM Committees: Student Union

Mark - Happy Valentine's Day. If nothing lasts for

hugs and kisses. - Your buddy.
Computer Houk 2005 S. Ave. W. 721-6462.

Windows with mouse $75

JTK Thanks for the happiest year ofmy life. I’ 11 always

NX-1001 Printer $145

love you!! JCK

1 meg SIMMS $48

Board, UM Long Range Bldg., UM Debit Card and

Your money for my half-priced clothes, $4 Sunglasses,

OKIDATA 400 User $639

University Court. For info, call 243-6541 or stop by

bring the big checkbook. Sincerely, Carlo.

Super VGA (.28 DPI) $339

Ever since I met you I've thought you were the most

VGA Color Computers

beautiful person I've ever met You made every day

UC101.

HELP WANTED-------- -----Ckl lSK SHIPS NOW HIRING- Earn $2.000+/
month+world travel (Hawaii, Mexico, the Carribean,

How we long for your scud

muffins. Don't disappoint us! Love, King Pissant and

Shannon

1986 Plymouth Horizon, great condition. $2,500,0.8.0

“Spring Break ticket" from Phoenix to Ms la. on March

Table Tennis Tournament - men's and women's divi

with any$3.99subdelivery! Every Fnday from Ernie’s.

Dearest Shirley (WEE to some) Wishing you the best

few. You're the best man I know, and I still love you!

Wanted: CS 101 VAX Basic tutor. 721-7514. Phys

deadline 5 pm, Fri. Feb. 28, FH 201.

sions. Tournament Feb. 22, entries due Feb. 19. Reg

girlfriend. Dove and Linn.

To my sexy luscious Teddy Bear. You are my world!

spring quarter for one child with special needs. Price

BOX O SQUASH DATES: Fri. and SaL 14 A15

LOVE YOU! Pbopy

Happy Valentine's Day

721-7736 leave message.

TRANSPORTATION--------well.

Watch community leaders slug it out! Tell married

Thanks! Hope to see you again. -Bar Maid No More.

Brenden - Happy Valentine’s Day. Have fun with your

preferred. Application due Feb. 17th at YMCA 3000

both shows and stay and enjoy it for free. Swing by

Programming Office in the UC Room 104 or call 243-

HAPPY -------------------------VALENTINE’S----------------DAYI

Dave - Happy Valentine's Day. See you at Maxwell's.

Applicant must possess personal leadership skills,

Hertz 549-9511.

bed anytime! Here's to our first Valentine’s Day, I

3rd, 11-5:30p.m. Amazing low prices!

have good organizational skills, and the ability to

Russell.

Fill the GA P in your Valen tine ’$ heart at I.aguna West.

SEAS #549-4522.

FOUND: One red rose from a gentleman with class.

details.

stuff anyway?? I DO! I DO! You am show up in my

on Valentine’s Day.

$5/each. Bookcase, 2 levels, $5. Table lamp, $5. Bed

frame, queen,plywood, very nice, $15.2 school chairs,
$5/each. 721-3133.

CopyrightfMTllKEB.

personals

TRAVEL-------------------------SILVERTIP SERVICES TEACHING OVER

801-379-2925

24

Rm. 119.

We'll loan you the equipment. 543-7543.

fortable $300foffer. Delivered 273-2950.
$40,000/yr! READ BOOKS and TV Scripts. Fill out

Manuel Altuzar - Just to let you know. I’m not afraid
Love Jill

FOR SALE

“Noe He”

386-25 SX $1<B9

brighter with your smile and warmed my heart with

386-40 DX $1279

your sweetness. Whenever I'm near you I totally lose

Systems include 1 meg RAM. 42 meg HD. keyboard,

it I'm goofy and stupid and I can't talk right. I get so

Introducing Sporting Chance

color VGA monitor and 1.44 floppy. We have been in

We buy, sell, trade, and pawn musical instruments,

business in Missoula for 8 yean!

excited and so nervous that I can’t say anything at all.
You are the sweetest kindest and most beautiful woman

sporting goods, and guns, 728-6633. 825 W. Kent

LFrom your
friends at the

Montana
‘Xaitnin!

a man could ever dream of. I love you.

behind Holiday Village Shopping Center.

“Gordon”

n

THE HOUSING OFFICE
IS CURRENTLY ACCEPTING
APPLICATIONS FOR THE
STUDENT STAFF SUPERVISORY POSITIONS
DURING THE 1992-1993 ACADEMIC YEAR

-Coryn Jomes.

Applicants must be Graduate Students, preferably with Residence Halls experience or
Undergraduate Students who have had previous experience working in Residence Halls.

Applications and position descriptions may be obtained at the Housing Office, Room 101,
Turner Hall.
Applicants must have a minimum 2.25 G.P-A. and interest in Residence Halls or Student
Personnel work.

Interviews will be scheduled during Winter Quarter, and staff selections will be made prior to
June 1, 1992.

Questions relative to these positions should be directed to the Housing Office.

Applications should be completed and returned to the Housing Office by...

ANIMATION
NOT FOR YOUNG CHILDREN

C1M1 EipiWd

Exclusive Limited
Engagement! Two Days
Only!
Friday, February 21st
through
Saturday, February 22nd.

February 14, 1992
Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer
8.

-.>7 no-u;3Xj.

■A

Friday, February 14, 1992

12

Health

Birth Control Counseling & Supplies
728-5490

Continued from Page One

PLANNED PARENTHOOD

similar to Canada’s.
If campus health services were
included under Baucus’ plan, Fitch
said, students would be relieved of
the financial burdens basic health

A LECTURE BY

care can place on them now.
Donald Farquhar, the director of
the Student Health Service at the
University of British Columbia, said
medical care can cause Americans
“catastrophic financial penalties,”
but that never happens to Canadi

PAUL D. HANSON
• Florence Corliss l^imont Professor of Divinity
• Professor of Old Testament and
Near Eastern languages and Civilizations
• Master of Dudley House
Harvard University
Cambridge, Massachusetts

ans.
He added that President Bush
has criticized the Canadian health
care system, saying 700 people are

'THE USE AND ABUSE OF THE BIBLE IN
POLITICAL DISCOURSE"
Room 352, Social Science Building
MONDAY, FEBRUARY 17, 8:00PM
Sponsored by Religious Studies/Humanities

waiting for coronary heart surgery.
But only about 75 people are,

Farquhar said.
“We are absolutely appalled at
what we are hearing, coming from
Bush especially,” he said.
Fitch said no one has yet dis
cussed how a U.S. health care plan
would be funded. Itcould mean bad
news for some insurance agencies.
Tanya Ask, a director at Blue
Cross in Helena, said people are not
happy with the status quo in this
country. A new health care system
should be considered, she said, de
spite the negative effect it could
have on her own company. But
people need to start talking about
the funding fora new plan, she said.

Teachers

AND

Jerry Redfem/Kaimin

"HOW DO WE INTERPRET THE BIBLE
TODAY?’
At the Ark's Town/Gown Forum
SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 16, 7:00PM
532 University Avenue
Sponsored by Lutheran Campus Ministry

WHILE SOME people weren't thrilled by the guest speakers at
the "hate speech" forum Thursday (see page 1), others were
less thrilled by the Q&A session afterward.
Continued from Page One

Continued from Page One

could “provide a better educational sociate professor of history, agreed
with Hood.
'basis on the subject of diversity.”
Mayer questioned who would
LaVoie also said that limiting
percent total increase for the cur
rent year and a 3 percent next year. 1hate speech simply opens the doors decide what speech would be
to restrictions of other kinds of permissable. He said he recently
In contrast, the regents’ latest offer
speech, a thought echoed by other watched “The Colton Club” air on
would provide 6.5 percent and 4.1
television and he noted the incon
speakers.
percent total increases for the re
“Once you start tinkering with sistency of some of the deletions
spective years.
the First Amendment, it’s really hard made by the television censor.
This represents the total percent to see where it’s going to lead,” said
“Who in the world determined
age increase in the amount ofmoney Charles Hood, dean of the School of that ‘chink’ was offensive and ‘yid’
allotted for faculty salaries, includ Journalism. “I guess I can see us wasn’ t?” Mayer asked. “Who draws
ing base increases, adjustments for develop a list of words that we are the lines?”
rank and merit and a peer-catchup not permitted to use” and this list
Elisabeth Emerson, a senior in
pool for bringing UM faculty closer will continually grow.
zoology who identified herself as a
to peer school salaries.
Hood said that listing certain Jewish lesbian, said that though she
So far, both teams have main words as “illegal” will not solve the has been a victim of hate speech
tained a base increase for all faculty problems ofbigotry and hate speech, and has been terrified by words
of 3.5 percent in the first year and but will change the ways they are directed at her, limiting speech is
not the answer.
1.9 percent in the second, Sunsted expressed.
“If the words arc not said, this
“What happens when you try to
said.
After nearly eight hours of bar muzzle a bigot is he will spew new does not mean they are not thought,”
gaining on Feb. 7, the teams came a and worse words,” he said. “The she said, adding that she would
little bit closer to defining a system cure is worse than the problem in rather hear the words than wonder
for bringing UM faculty closer to the first place.” Michael Mayer, as- what a person is thinking.

vember would give faculty a 10.3

peer salaries, although the union is
asking formore money in their pool,

Sundsted said.
The UTU proposal from Jan. 27
asked for a pool in the first year
only, which consists of a flat in
crease and an increment based on
the number of years a faculty mem
ber has served.
The regents’ team returned a
proposal that would eliminate the
flat increase and spread the incre
ment increase over the two years of
the contract, Sundsted said. The
teams will continue discussing a
possible market pool which would
give UM administrators a fund for
competing with bonafide salary of
fers that faculty may receive from
other universities.
UM faculty have been working
without a contract since July, and
when a contract is signed, all provi
sions will be retroactive for the
1991-92year, according to regents’
spokeswoman Joan Newman.
In a general faculty meeting Jan.
29, faculty voted 107 to lOto autho
rize the UTU Executive Council to
call a strike if negotiations com
pletely broke down.

Heartwarming
CAFF $14"

LADIES JEANS
Starting at

Lee • Levi • Zena •
Rocky Mountain •

Chic and more!

WHY PAY MORE?

Sale Ends 2/16/92

km

322 N. HIGGINS
721-1315 OR 1-800-877-3441
3I«#IHOURS: MON.- FRI. 9-7:30, SAT. 9-5:30, SUN. 10-5:30 H3 IcSI

ZENITH Z-184

LAPTOP
20 Mb Hard Disk Drive
640 k RAM Memory
80C88 Processor
CGA Backlit Display
13 lbs. With Battery
2400 BAUD Interna! Modem
1 Year Parts/Labor
Student

HANDLES:
Lotus
LOtUS
Lotus VZ3
123

Wordperfect 5.1
Quicken
& More!

.

Computers

Hours: M - Fri...8 to 5:30 • Sat...11 to 4

